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Embodiments of 'cultural identity' off and on
stage in Italian multicultural theatre.
Cristina Balma-Tivola

Francesco Remotti (2010): “identity has become an
obsession of our times”
Stefano Boni (2004): “it's a distintion between 'us'
and 'the others' associated to specific dynamics of
power”.
Hence lies Remotti's proposal to consider it as an
object of study itself, rather than a tool to analyse
behaviours or phenomena of certain social
collectivities.

Cultural identity, memory, imagination
Francesco Remotti quotes David Hume (1739) who
speaks about 'identity' is an "inevitable fiction":
- it is first created by the memory
- its voids are filled by the imagination
-> internal homogeneity and continuity to the
system
-> that is perceived as closed, pure, and distinct
from other systems similarly structured
-> that defines something stable that can be
described as a 'substance'.
=> reification of the identity.

Ulf Hannerz (1998): each individual accesses and
owns specific portions of a wider culture contents
and forms
due to the different and peculiar flow of meanings
he is exposed to
through 'frames' (face-to-face interactions, global
market, state, and transnational opinion
movements).
This way are shaped
-> collective identities and
-> specific, unique, personal identities
('perspectives').

Arjun Appadurai (2001): the individual is exposed to
the intersection of the “-scapes” of
contemporaneity (ethnoscapes, technoscapes,
finanscapes, mediascapes, ideoscapes)
-> the very last point of intersection is the
individual
-> imagination as a future projection of the self.
=> In contemporaneity cultural identity is at the
crossroads of different perspectives: collectivity
versus individual, roots versus future, permanent
inherited status versus temporary intentional
activation, historical reality versus imagination's
invention, etc.

Cultural identity and cultural
diversity in Italian media and
politics
are discussed since immigration
begins in the country:
- reification
- stereotypes.

Ad hoc programs are based again
on stereotypes and reifications
(rhetoric of the 'exotic travel',
reference to colours, 'clash of
civilisations').

Multi-/intercultural theatre in
Italy
- multicultural companies (Teatro
delle Albe, Koron Tlé,
Mascherenere, CTL, Teatro di
Nascosto, AlmaTeatro...)

- former companies now working
on multicultural issues (Teatro
Clandestino, Teatri di Vita,
Teatro Kismet OperA,
Proskenion, Rom Stalker...)
- multicultural temporary
projects (...)

AlmaTeatro
!
born in 1993
!
participation of more than
30 women
!
15 different countries
!
16 productions in 20 years.

Among the productions,
! Righibé (1993), worldwide migrations at the present
times
! Luna Nera (1995), becoming 'woman' in different
cultures
! Storie Sommerse (1998), history of worldwide
migrations in the past and in the present
! Chador (1999), worldwide patriarchate and women
lack of rights
! Tutto Compreso (2001), tourism and world economic
imbalance
! Scarti (2004), migrations and ecological issues as a
consequence of world economic imbalance

Holledge and Tompkins (2000) propose to verify
the relationship between:
- body of the performer (individual, cultural and
then theatrical)
- body of the character (individual, cultural and
then theatrical)
- body of the audience (collective).

'Embodiment' of the cultural identity: what
relationship between 'body of the performer' and
'body of the character' in AlmaTeatro?
The two bodies go in the direction of the match:
→ physical & cultural characteristics of the
actresses are useful to develop a character who
follows biological, cultural and/or biographical
specificities of the actress who plays it
→ but this choice is functional to dismantle
stereotypes and prejudices which affect
characteristics of the actresses or of the
characters they play.

Cultural identity as embodied and brought on stage
is
!

something continuously 'in progress', as resulting
in terms of a selection of elements (among the
available ones) to identify an 'us' distinct from the
'others'

→ AlmaTeatro performances show that different cultural
habits are different answers to the same human needs, as
well as – in other cases – these different answers couldn't
event be so different, as sometimes the same elements were
chosen in the past by a cultural group and then left
abandoned because no more useful for the present times

!

'hybrid'

→ AlmaTeatro fosters the consciousness creolisation has
already occurred through a peculiar discourse about
individual identity plurality that contrasts the "rhetoric of
the blood, property and borders" with "the contingency of all
definitions of self and other self" (Carter 1992). Borders are
'frontiers' – meaning these “spaces of hybridisation under a
continuous process of exchange and negotiation” (see
Fabietti 1995)
!

marked by the 'variation' because of the infinite
choices carried out by the individuals that provoke
variations of the broader configuration

→ AlmaTeatro always individualises the discourse and return it
to the personal dimension, that is the one then shared with
the audience.

The goal of intercultural theatre in Italy is not only
to stimulate a reflection, nor to promote a social
change, but to nourish audience's empathy and
willingness to listen to others 'perspectives' –
preconditions to interpersonal relationship.
What this theatre tends to create is a 'culture of
relation' that represents "the possibility of being
together, exist together, build together, live
together" (Innocenti Malini 2002), in contrast to the
contradictory media and political discourse on
cultural identity and diversity, and the absence of
policies on the matter in Italy.

1) Is identity a critically, socially, and/or politically useful
concept?
I would answer 'no': it is much more productive if we use it as
a subject of study itself, and verify the relationship between
it and the needs it is/was called to answer to by human
beings who refer to and exploit it for their lives.
2) Is it necessary to community, the social, and/or
transformative social and/or artistic, performative,
performance practices?
Here again (with AlmaTeatro and a few anthropologists such
as Boni, Remotti, Fabietti who explored the matter in
different contexts) I would answer 'no': face-to-face
interaction and our living together is based on specific
elements that can be selected, chosen and/or abandoned,
and human life and choices are much more various, porous
and dynamic then that (still fixed) notion.

But as long as political recognition of people
existence will be based not on the specific
biography, needs, desires and choices of the
person, but on his/her belonging to a collective
configuration, cultural identity notion will
probably be as well kept on being used, and
exploited, by that person in order to survive.

